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STATEMENT

Luca Resta works with accumulation and subtraction processes, intended as empirical devices for stratification and overlapping. For years, his endless 
collections have mapped the daily life. Thanks to various artwork, from sculpture to installation, from sound to video or performance, he rereads the 
personal and collective memory with acute irony. His vocabulary—composed of series and homologation, replication and standardisation, industrial 
accumulation and mechanical iteration—enters into dialogue with his devices and practice—the artefact, the manual labour—. Each artwork is produced 
by the artist, who tries to exasperate the duel with technology. Making use of different sculptural materials, Resta also highlights their potential and 
physical limits. His works are everyday experiences expressing a hybrid aesthetic/narrative dialectic. Although stemmed from the main theme of the 
repetition, they always offer different aesthetic solutions. Each work functions as a sort of endless loop, within a process that weaves together appearance 
and reality. Through consecutive and meticulous gestures, Resta explores social constructs and their logic based on repetitive mechanisms, both physical 
and mental. He introduces viewers to the main question of his work: “What are we looking at?” Empty frames, screens of cell phones and laptops, plastic 
bottles, are some of the objects that Resta offers to the viewer. At first glance, everything looks “normal”, known. It is the accurate gaze that instead 



In 1917, the furniture music of French composer Erik Satie 
“was not made to be listened to”. It was conceived as a 
simple spatial filling, in the manner of a tapestry, or a piece 
of furniture.

HIT PARADE gathers a selection of audio recordings of 
street musicians taken from a personal collection, started 
in 2012.
Twenty-one songs lead us around the world sitting in 
the seat of a car which, for the occasion, is both sound 
sculpture and pedestal.
The artwork while it appropriates the kitsch aesthetic of 
dance compilations plays with the condition of “invisibility” 
of this music, upsetting the relation musician/music/
listener.
Like phonic tiles, these songs join urban noises, finally 
becoming a sound portrait of contemporary metropolises.

HIT PARADE
FIAT 500, CD
2019
view of the exhibition
TOUT VA TRES BIEN
Galerie Mansart
Paris (FR)



HIT PARADE
21 songs 
78m:58s
2019



SHUT UP AND DANCE
Belgian black marble, 
alluminium
2018

view of the exhibition
IT HAPPENS
at Galleria Il Ponte
Florence (IT)





The work is composed of 9 fragile slabs in Belgian black marble, 
one millimeter thick and cool constructivist stylization that formally 
resemble today’s screens of iPhones, iPads and Apple laptops. 
These sculptures, which I realize by hand, smoothing and polishing 
the marble for months, as well as opposing the speed with which 
the everyday objects from which they take the features (cellphones) 
age and are replaced, insist on the limits of matter, pushed a step 
away from its disintegration.
Shut up and dance is the postmodern metaphor of individual 
isolation and its submission to the technological device.
The dialectic between the object and its representation is found 
here in the game of reciprocal references: reflecting surfaces that 
while isolating from the world, lead us simultaneously “beyond the 
mirror”, in front of the individual and solitary ego, which in the post-
Fordist era he sees himself overcome by the desire for possession.
The material fragility that evokes individual fragility, the anonymity of 
the form that dialogues with virtual isolation, leads the “consumer” 
to a continuous but equally ephemeral face to face with his own 
subject / object condition.

SHUT UP AND DANCE
Belgian black marble, 
alluminium - 2018
#5 - 6,7 x 13 x 0,1 cm
#2 - 6,2 x 11,5 x 0,1 cm
(previus page)
#9 - 30,4 x 22,2 x 0,1 cm



Being in an impasse: literally being in a deadlock, without the 
possibility of advancing.
Stuck in the middle with you is a robot-vacuum cleaner 
unable to perform the function for which it was done on the 
fly of a technical manipulation of the system that is, which 
deceives its sensors. The machine jams, comes back 
“on his feet”, sobs. Closed inside an invisible enclosure, 
a huis clos without physical, mental barriers, the robot 
becomes humanized and together the spectator lives his 
drama, his impossibility to go further, and simultaneously 
his inexhaustible perseverance which, however, does not 
leads nowhere. And so we find ourselves, together with the 
machine, locked in the middle, enclosed within that invisible 
fence, a virtual limbo, an infinite impasse.

STUCK IN THE MIDDLE WITH YOU
roomba robot, hacking system
38 x 38 x 9 cm
2018



Repeat Repeat consists of 8 hand-carved carrots, and 
then photographed to preserve them, monumentalize 
them through a process of enlargement.
The work is inspired by the sculptures of Giuseppe Pe-
none “Repeat the wood”. So to repeat (with my carrots) 
what is already in itself a repetition of something exi-
sting (the forest), through the repetition of a technique.
The tooth and knife work does not invent anything, but 
brings to light something that already exists inside the 
plant, its soul.
“Each stone block already has a statue inside it and it is 
the sculptor’s job to discover it” (Michelangelo).

imm. Ripetere il bosco, Giuseppe Penone (1969)

RIPETERE RIPETERE
lamnda print on diasec
200 x 157 x 0,7 cm
2018





The artwork (realized, for the first time, in 2009, for a solo show in Italy) was exhibited 
for Baywatch, the first episode of The Serialist, a series of exhibitions that explores the 
imagery of television and web series. 

Men at work is composed of a series of beach toys, normal objects that Luca Resta 
realized in Carrara marble. The pure white of the material deprives these objects of their 
banality and functionality, transforming them into precious and seductive shapes. The 
marble and its workmanship have in this work the same power of ennobling the scenes 
and shots of the American series, capable of transforming an ordinary lifeguard into a very 
modern hero. 
In this new version of the work, a new level of contrast is added: by presenting the 
sculptures on a car sunshade with metallic surfaces, the purely aesthetic perception is 
accentuated. The work reflects on the theme of repetition and therefore of seriality through 
a language that, while giving aestheticism and technicality to form, presents itself as a 
disillusioned satire in its ultimate content. The exquisite workmanship of these beach toys, 
handmade by the artist, almost self-sabotage in their desire to ridicule themselves.
Text by Giulia Lopalco and Emanuele R. Meschini

(previus page)
MEN AT WORK
Carrara white marble
30 objects of 16,5 x 11,5 x 5 cm (each)
2009

view of the solo show
MEN AT WORK
at Galleria Placentia Arte
Piacenza(IT)



view of the exhibition
QUALI COSE SIAMO
at Triennale Design Museum
Milan (IT)

MEN AT WORK
Carrara white marble, 
car sunshade
270 x 130 x 5 cm 
view of the exhibition
THE SERIALIST
at Centro Luigi di Sarro
Rome (IT)



The work explores the aesthetic, conceptual and 
rhythmic potential of sound repetition through the 
computer / performer. Starting from an idea of 
classification, I decomposed the entire lexical structure 
of a novel (including punctuation), ordering all the 
words contained. Then I reorganized these words into 
chapters based on their occurrence in the text. Finally, I 
published a new book which is read by two computers. 
The double reading is not synchronized but shifted 
by 30 minutes. During the cross-reading, the text 
underwent a slow and relentless semantic degradation. 
Words were reduced to their original condition of Sound 
through their repetition. Thus, their onomatopoeic 
potential was revealed and, while the repetition marked 
time, the rhythmic and obsessive sound interacted ans 
invaded the space.



LISTA #1
two laptop, four books
3 days performance
8h:22m:59s
2016
https://www.lucaresta.com/elenco

view of the exhibition
BABEL, Contemporary Locus
Former Church of S. Michele all’Arco -
achive of Angelo May Library
Bergame (IT)



Reorganized novel: Le Château des destins croisés
Italo Calvino, 1969



STUDIO PER UNA NATURA MORTA
plastic bottles, paper tape, table
120 x 70 x 130 cm
2015

view of the exhibition
COMMON PLACE
at Rajattila Gallery
Tampere (FIN)



imm. Luigi Ghirri, Atelier Morandi

Studio per una natura morta is a homage to 
the italian painter Giorgio Morandi, and it is 
composed of a series of works that stem from 
a collection of plastic bottles.
In this case, 62 plastic bottles are defunct 
metered through a meticulous coating 
process made with paper tape, making the 
essence of Morandi’s ritual to cover each of 
his bottles with a layer of oil painting, before 
portraying it on the painting. Several of them 
are combined in a single still life through a 
process of taxonomic composition.





photo by Chloé Young



The work is a sort of performative installation in which I slowly cover spaces, by applying 
paper tape’s strips horizontally, in order to obtain a thin and uniform membrane covering 
them completely. It is a slow and repetitive action which develops from the bottom to 
the top, simulating the movement of a printer. It is a kind of decorative technique where 
the tape’s noise marks time, allowing the architecture to emerge gradually. This action, 
apparently useless, acquires value and importance only thanks to the time spent to its 
fulfillment. This performative installation lasts as long as the duration of the exhibition in 
which it is exhibited. At the end of the event, four fragments of the installation are kept and 
framed.Superposition has arrived at its fourth presentation:

Superposition #1: Paris8 University Gallery, 12 days, 11.850 m. of paper tape (237 rolls)
Superposition #2: Palais de Tokyo, 3 days, 3.650 m. of paper tape (73 rolls)
Superposition #3: City Museum of Ljubljana, 1 day, 1.350 m. of paper tape (27 rolls)
Superposition #4: Macro Museum, 15 days,15.100 m. of paper tape (302 rolls)  

SUPERPOSITION #1
12 days performance

11.850 m of paper tapes (237 rols)
2014

view of the exhibition
J-12 SUPERPOSITION

at Galerie de L’Université Paris8
Paris (FR)





SUPERPOSITION #2
3 days performance
3.700 m of paper tapes (74 rols)
2016

view of the exhibition
DO DISTURBE #2
at Palais de Tokyo
Paris (FR)





SUPERPOSITION #4
15 days performance
15.100 m of paper tapes (302 rols)
2017
https://www.lucaresta.com/copia-di-superposition

view of the exhibition
TALENT PZIZE
at Museo Macro 
Rome (IT)



CHAMBREQUATREVINGTCINQ
wood, wallpaper, fitted carpet 
2014

view of the exhibition
CHAMBREQUATREVINGTCINQ
at Spazio ARS+L
Bergame (IT) 

imm. Henry Matisse, L’Atelier Rouge



TO GO BACK
Carrara white marble
#2 (15,1 x 10,8 x 0,025 cm)
2017

It is a process that goes backward: a block 
of marble (2 cm thickness), sandpaper. By 
a smoothing action, I gradually removed 
millimeters of matter stratified over time, until 
reaching the thickness of a sheet.
It is “time” that removes other “time”. What 
remains is a fragment, a lamina with a 
thickness of 1/4 of a millimeter, a small white
screen.

TO GO BACK
Carrara white marble
#1 (12,8 x 8 x 0,025 cm)
2013



TO GO BACK
Carrara white marble
#3 (32 x 19 x 0,025 cm)
2018



The title, Élevage de cadres, obviously refers to Marcel Duchamp’s Élevage 
de poussière, in which there was already the play on words about “to elevate” 
and “to raise”, applied to a subject strange and impalpable like the dust, that 
Resta goes back to conjugating them in a different way.
The work is made of more than one hundred pieces, small framed pictures – 
at a first glance, actually almost empty frames temporarily leaning against the 
wall before being hung or taken away – grey monochrome, but not painted 
but covered with dust, a very particular dust. Try to rub something on it and 
you will realize: it is indeed gun powder. The energy is here, all hidden, po-
tential, but explosive, disruptive. The metaphor for art is clear from this point 
of view.
Dust, we know, accumulate, “elevates” on a surface and its height gives us 
the sense and measure of the time that goes by. Here the gun powder is 
applied by the artist, but with the same slowness, dedication and care with 
which on “raises” a human being. Time on time, accumulation, overlapping, 
each surface, each “painting” is a meditation. Instead of an image, the 
subject is the process.
As they get finished, the little pictures are framed, then stacked up against 
the wall. Here the single piece connects to the others in an inextricable way, 
no longer separable, as in a collection rather than an accumulation. The 
“work” is no longer the individual, but the totality, a whole, nevertheless, 
that changes at the entry of each piece. At the same time the picture, the 
bi-dimensional “painting”, becomes “sculpture”, three-dimensional work, and 
installation, the particular placement of the space in which it stands. The 
genres, or media, have thus in turn “exploded”; the energy became also 
linguistics, aesthetics.  

Text writed by E. Grazioli, for the 5°Biennale Giovani Monza (Text present in 
a catalogue of exhibition)

ELEVAGE DE CADRES
collection of frames (165 items), 
gunpowder on paper
2013

(next page)
view of the exhibition
SENSE AND SENSIBILIA
at Galleria Doris Ghetta
Ortisei (IT)







CIAO MAMMA, IO ESCO
warfare cardboard, foam rubber,
plastic and scotch 
2012
Armatura VI
Armatura VII
Armatura VIII
view of the exhibition
WE DON’T NEED ANOTHER HERO
at UpperLab Center
Bergame (IT)

(next page) 
Armatura V
Armatura II





CIAO MAMMA, IO ESCO
warfare cardboard, foam rubber,
plastic and scotch 
2012
Armatura VI
Armatura VII
Armatura VIII



The work consists of 11 shopping bags produced 
in 2009 by a major chain of Italian supermarket 
“ESSELUNGA”. The Italian flag and some printed 
phrases publicize this supermarket like a “Champion 
Savings 2009 ”.
However, the 2009 was also the year where the 
Italy was condemned again by the European Union, 
because of thousands illegal and uncontrolled landfills 
scattered in the country.
Once deleted the message on the bags, these 
shopping bags were framed (as is often done with 
T-shirt of football players) and aligned to remember 
the frontal arrangement of the players during the 
national anthem.
These are elements that represent, symbolically, 
the Italian sport for excellence (football), but that, 
unequivocally, remembers a serious problem, the 
waste. Thanks to the paradox and irony of the work, 
is indicated the awareness of a typically Italian 
patriotism.

BUT ITALIANS LOVE FOOTBALL
eleven shopping bags framed
67.5 x 530 cm
2011

(next page)
view of the exhibition
CALCIO D’INIZIO
at Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo
Torino (IT)



BUT ITALIANS LOVE FOOTBALL
eleven shopping bags framed
67.5 x 530 cm
2011

(next page)
view of the exhibition
CALCIO D’INIZIO
at Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo
Torino (IT)



“Il Troncio Della Val Clavicola “by Raimondo 
Vianello and Ugo Tognazzi is a comic scatch 
in which a wood craftsman interviewed by an 
impeccable journalist, tells the trade with which he 
should feed his entire family: carving by hand a 
single toothpick from a huge wooden trunk.

TOOLS is a series of sculpture that stem from a 
collection of daily life object.
I worked at TOOLS #2 for three 3 years. I rubbed 
with sandpaper, for entire days, pieces of marble, 
in order to obtain toothpicks: as of today, I’ve 
realized 13. What interests me is not the final 
object produced by the process, but the path 
leading to its realization. The object is no longer a 
sculpture, but neither a functional thing. Through 
the collection of an object that has become 
useless, I try to highlight and emphasize the 
human time and the creative gesture.
  



TOOLS #2
Carrara white marble
#2 (6,5 0,2 x 0,2 cm)
2011
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